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Motivating Children to read with Leselöwen!

"Reading Lions" Concept:

• Short stories for practicing first reading skills

• Simple sentences providing actionful plots, with high amount of illustrations (~50%)

• Experience instant reading success and motivation at the same time

• Market leader and decades-long experience: More than 31 mio.copies sold since 1975

Julia goes on a field trip with her class. Actually a great thing, if it weren't for Tom. He is impossible. When

they get lost together in the forest, Julia realizes that maybe they can become friends after all. Taja, on the

other hand, isn't enthusiastic about the excursion to the playground. How boring. Until Chris explains to her

that it's up to her to turn the dull outing into a fun outing. And it works! Feli has a completely different

problem: she is new in class and very shy. She doesn't dare talk to the others. Then, on a trip to the zoo,

she discovers a little donkey who is just as shy. Can she get him to come out of his stall?

More titles in this series
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Horse Stories Reading Lions (Year 2)

– Lara and the New Horse

Reading Lions (Year 2) -

Secret Mission at the Riding

Stable

Astronaut Stories Horse Show Stories Police Stories

Spooky Stories Reading Lions (Year 2) - The

Girl Gang on the Ghost Hunt

Reading Lions Year 2 - Horse

Whisperer With Heart
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